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B4 SPOTLIGHT

SPORTS
BUSINESS
A unique business concept, combined with a
genuine interest in learning about client needs and
preferences is what makes CSM the fast growing
business it is today. B4’s Leila Siddiqi is introduced
to the exciting world of business and sport
sponsorship in her meeting with the directors of
Crusader Sports Management (CSM), Piers Lawson
and Charlie Allen. The former school mates, who
rekindled their friendship four years ago whilst
working on a similar project at Bridge Horse Racing
Board, tell Leila how the ‘partnership’ clicked there
and then, so much so, that they formed CSM in
October 2008.

“As a medium, sport has become more and
more accepted as a way companies allocate
marketing budgets to achieve a specific goal
and we have been able to bring hands on
experience to help our clients make sport work
for them. Sport is at the core of what we do, but
we believe there are lots of other ways in which
companies can get a certain message across,
such as through opera, classical music concerts
or maybe something more cause related, such
as a charity link up” explains Piers Lawson.

”Last October, a client of mine, Ignis Asset
Management, approached me and asked if I would
be able to negotiate and seal the sponsorship of
Middlesex County Cricket Club and run it for three
years. I knew Charlie had the experience of
working with the club and I called him and
suggested we form a company to run this as a joint
venture. Now that we are six months into the
sponsorship, we have created very good
relationships with clients as well as developed new
ways in which we can enhance and promote Ignis’
association with Middlesex. We are now aiming to
build our business working on more sponsorship
contracts with other brands, companies, venues
and teams.

“I personally have strong contacts within the world
of asset investment management, as I had set up
my own event management business
concentrating on the financial sector when I left the
Army fifteen years ago. I was also an amateur
jockey and so I am very familiar with the horse
racing industry,” reveals Piers.

“Piers has the expertise in fund and asset
management and my expertise lies in private
equity”, continues Charlie, ”venture capital and the
professional service providers who work with these
areas, such as lawyers, accountants and financiers.
My expertise started out in advertising sales for The
Daily Telegraph and then I moved to promotions at
The Daily Express where I ran the marketing
programme.We have clients who are very visible in
the media and we engage well with our clients to
find out how we can raise their profile through
sporting or other event experiences.  Piers and I
have pooled our business interests and skills as we
believe we have a recipe that is incredibly potent.
We are very interested in appealing to a wider
business audience in the Oxfordshire, M40, A34
and M4 corridors. We are keen to develop our
business in this area and want to engage with
businesses, particularly in Oxfordshire, as we are
very London centric at the moment.”

Charlie’s experience as Commercial Manager at the
Rugby Football Union in Twickenham, between
2001 and 2005, gave him exposure to the
corporate market place which was interested in
using sport as a medium to either promote their
brand, to acquire customers or to position
themselves differently against their own
competition. But, as Charlie explains, their industry
is still relatively new.

“Sponsorship is a relatively new industry; as old as
the age of television. Over the last forty to fifty years
there has been a fragmentation of channels
leading to so many new opportunities being
created. A big mistake would be to assume that

companies would only be interested in football,
rugby or cricket, three of our major sports, when
actually there are a multitude of different
opportunities out there that we believe people
need guidance in getting to grips with. 

“A great example is the Olympics. Many events are
not high profile. We’ve all heard stories of lottery
funding drying up or over spending in Stratford.
How are those sports going to plug the gaps? They
need professionals to work with them to promote
their sport to the right sort of business out there;
businesses that share the same values as those
sports. And in the end it’s only as simple as
marrying up the values with what the sporting body
has to offer and that service is at the heart of what
we are trying to do,” states Charlie.

The 2012 Olympics have an important role to play
in the future plans for the company, as Piers
explains. “We are already involved in the Olympics
in terms of helping companies and individuals plan
their own experiences as to how they would like to
view the Olympics. There are certain sports that we
are talking to about how to make the most of this
huge opportunity. Businesses are starting to wake
up to the fact that this is a huge opportunity to
achieve major exposure worldwide.” 

With their contagious enthusiasm and excellent
business acumen, CSM are sure to provide your
business with a sporting chance to achieve your
goals.
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